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Bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) are highly adaptable animals capable of
exploiting a variety of environments by employing site-specific feeding behaviors
(Connor et al. 2000). In a behavior called “strand-feeding,” which has been reported
in South Carolina and Georgia, bottlenose dolphins surge out of the water in unison
onto mud banks to feed on small fish stranded by the dolphins’ surge wave (Fig. 1)
(Hoese 1971, Rigley et al. 1981, Petricig 1995).
Bull Creek, South Carolina, is a Spartina marsh system in the Calibogue Estuary
that is well known for the frequency of strand-feeding events (Petricig 1995). Strandfeeding is an apparently cooperative feeding behavior, studied intensively by Petricig
(1995), who found that strand-feeding occurs year-round, both day and night, and
within 3 h of low tide when mud banks are exposed.
Petricig (1995) identified five distinct phases of strand-feeding: (1) location and
approach, (2) setup, (3) charge, (4) landing, and (5) exit. Dolphins patrol the tidal
channels in search of fish during the location and approach phase. On locating fish,
the dolphins “setup” by facing the shore and assuming a side-by-side orientation.
The dolphins simultaneously swim toward and onto the shore during the charge
phase, and are stranded and feeding on the shore during the landing phase. Finally,
the dolphins move back into the water during the exit phase.
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Figure 1. Five dolphins in the “landing” phase of strand-feeding in Bull Creek. Note that
the charging dolphins have stranded the fish on shore. Photograph by Erin Duffy (2002).

The dolphins typically strand-feed simultaneously; however, there is some variability regarding individual behavior after the dolphins have initially stranded. Occasionally, a dolphin acting independently of the group may immediately restrand,
returning to the shore to feed on fish missed during the first strand-feeding attempt
(Petricig 1995). In addition, not all dolphins in a strand-feeding group participate in
every event. Some dolphins may remain offshore and others (i.e., calves) may strand
without feeding (Petricig 1995).
The apparent importance of group participation in strand-feeding raises interesting questions about individual participation and benefits. Stander (1992) found that
lionesses tend to occupy specific positions within hunting groups and that position
fidelity correlates with hunting success. Similarly, Gazda et al. (2005) reported position fidelity in group-feeding bottlenose dolphins in Cedar Key, Florida. In both
the lions and the dolphins, position fidelity was often associated with distinctive
behavioral tactics (e.g., “wing” vs. “center” position in the lions, “driver” vs. “barrier”
position in the dolphins).
Similarly, distinctive tactics are not obvious during strand-feeding; nonetheless,
position fidelity might be favored if (1) it improves group coordination resulting in
more fish stranding, (2) it improves feeding efficiency for individuals, or (3) specific
positions yield more rewards. The latter would be indicative of a dominance hierarchy.
Treating each strand-feeding event as an independent data point, we determined
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strand-feeding group size, whether individual dolphins were found in particular
positions exclusively, and made a preliminary assessment of whether dolphins showed
a preference for the use of inside or outside positions during strand-feeding events.
Boat-based observations of strand-feeding were conducted in Bull Creek from
June through August of 2002. One crew member drove the boat, one photographed
dorsal fins, one recorded video, and one recorded written data. Information recorded
included the date, time, number of dolphins in the group, the number to strand-feed,
and the photo slides that corresponded to all observations. Photographs of dorsal fins
and stranding position were taken before, during, and after strand-feeding events.
The number of strand-feeding dolphins that set up and executed each strandfeeding event was determined using digital video footage. When determining the
number of dolphins participating in a strand-feeding event, video proved a more
reliable method than field counts. Video analysis revealed that strand-feeding dolphins occasionally left the shore quickly and were not included in the initial observer
counts. If the number of dolphins on the shore could not be determined accurately
with video, that particular event was excluded from analysis. We also compared the
size of the group just prior to strand-feeding and during strand-feeding to determine
whether all of the dolphins in a group participated in the event.
Strand-feeding events were reviewed frame by frame to determine dolphin identity
and strand-feeding position. Individual strand-feeding position was indicated numerically, with the numbers ascending as feeding position moved from left to right. Slides
of strand-feeding events were also examined to determine if any dorsal fins and corresponding stranding positions could be identified. Slides were cross-referenced with
video and field notes to ensure accuracy.
Two criteria had to be met for analysis of strand-feeding position: (1) a positive
dolphin identification and (2) known strand-feeding position within the group. To
calculate the number of times a dolphin was expected to strand in a given position,
each strand-feeding position was assigned an equal probability regarding whether a
dolphin would strand in that position (e.g., each position for a group of three would
have a weight of one-third). The expected probabilities for each inside position were
added to determine a total probability that an individual would occupy any inside
position. Similarly, the probabilities for being in an outside position were added to
determine the total probability that a dolphin would occupy an outside strand-feeding
position (e.g., two-thirds in a group of three). The probabilities for each event were
added to yield the expected frequency of strandings in inside and outside positions
for each individual.
Strand-feeding was observed and videotaped 123 times during the season. In 86 of
the 123 observations (70%), the entire group executed a strand-feeding event; in the
remainder (n = 37) some individuals stayed offshore. Twenty-five of the 123 events
were excluded from further analysis because the exact number of stranded dolphins
could not be determined.
The mean group size of strand-feeding dolphins was 3.6 (SD = 0.28; n = 95)
dolphins (Fig. 2). When including solitary strand-feeding events, the mean group
size was 3.5 (SD = 0.37, n = 98). During his 5-yr investigation, Petricig (1995)
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Figure 2. The frequency distribution of strand-feeding group size. The numbers over the
bars represent the frequency with which each group size was observed (n = 98).

found the mean group size, including solitary strand-feeders, to be 3.6 dolphins per
strand-feeding event. Such a consistent result over disparate time periods suggests
that a study of optimal strand-feeding group size would be productive.
Forty-five dolphins were identified photographically during the field season.
Of the 45 dolphins identified, 27 were observed strand-feeding. Four of the 27
dolphins observed strand-feeding were identified within strand-feeding groups at
least five times. None of these dolphins exclusively used any one strand-feeding
position within a group. Furthermore, neither of the two dolphins observed in at
least 12 strand-feeding events exhibited a preference for either inside or outside
strand-feeding positions (Dolphin 1, n = 13,  2 = 1.0637, P = 0.3; Dolphin 2, n =
12,  2 = 1.384, P = 0.3).
We found that the entire foraging group stranded in only 70% of cases. Petricig
(1995) observed that young calves would remain offshore, whereas their mother
and the group moved onto the shore to feed. There were a number of very young
calves observed during the study season; however, they were not associated with any
groups of strand-feeding dolphins. In only one instance did we have a juvenile in a
strand-foraging group; this individual participated in strand-feeding. Hence, in our
observations, the dolphins remaining offshore were not calves that were too young
to strand-feed, but adults remaining offshore for other reasons.
We found that individual dolphins do not exclusively occupy particular strandfeeding positions. In a limited sample, we found no evidence for position preference.
Petricig (1995) had also suggested that individuals do not occupy preferred strand-
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feeding positions, based on his observation that calves stranded in multiple positions.
This may relate to the lack of clearly differentiated roles in strand-feeding compared to
the “barrier-wall” feeding described by Gazda et al. (2005). However, this conclusion
is obviously tentative and a larger sample on more individuals might reveal preferences
for interior or exterior stranding positions.
In summary, we (1) used video analysis to confirm Petricig’s (1995) estimate of
stranding group size (3.5), (2) found that some adults do not strand (in 30% of
groups), and (3) established that adults do not exclusively occupy particular stranding
positions (inside or outside).
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